Public Information
Mobile Application
Mobile phones are now a part of everyone’s daily life, and
the most accessible method of information for almost every
demographic.
Traditional AQI applications are OK, but how do we inform
people in a way that relates to their personal health conditions?

Personalization
MyAQI is unique in that it allows the user to
control weighting factors related to their
personal conditions or interest. A user
concerned with asthma can more heavily
weight ozone data, while a user with
cardiac issues can more heavily weight
particulate data. Also missing
from the traditional AQI is
consideration of the synergistic
effects of multiple pollutants,
since the current approach is
to only report the highest
AQI value. A person doesn’t
feel the same when ozone
is 150 and PM is 146, compared
to another day when ozone is
150 and PM is 30.
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MyAQI allows the user to optionally add synergistic weighting to consider the effects of
AQI levels when major pollutant AQI values are
close to each other.
This ability to personalize also makes the user
more involved in the AQI and personal decision making, compared with more passive
applications.

Integration with AirVision / Security
To avoid security and performance loading
issues, AgileWeb runs against a cloud server
via annual subscription. The agency only
needs to add a task to push hourly AQI data
to Agilaire’s cloud server. All mobile apps
connect to the cloud server, avoiding
any security or performance issues
for the agency. The app uses
the user’s current location
or manually entered zip code
to find the closest monitoring
site with AQI data.

Requirements
Platform:

Android or iOS phone or tablet.
Enable MyAQI Service:

Requires subscription
with Agilaire.
Availability:

iTunes and Google Play
after March 1 , 2015.
Questions?

Email: info@agilaire.com

2904-B Tazewell Pike, Suite A
Knoxville, TN 37918

865-927-9440 phone
865-927-9552 fax
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